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Abstract-The three-level T-type multilevel inverter has proven itself as a promising, highly-efficient, and low-switch-count topology. This paper presents a new topology configuration using 

series connected T-type multilevel inverters for medium-voltage applications. The proposed topology utilizes the series connection of low power T-type modules to enable medium-voltage operation. 

The proposed topology is modular, highly efficient, less complex, and with lower component count, compared to other topologies with the same number of levels and voltage operating range. In 

addition, a simple level-shifted pulse width modulation (LSPWM) method is proposed for achieving voltage balance between the de-link capacitors. The results show the effectiveness of the proposed 

topology and the proposed LS-PWM method for medium-voltage applications. Moreover, the proposed topology has been compared with the existing medium-voltage converter topologies in the 

literature.  

 

Index Terms-Level shifted pulse width modulation, mediumvoltage drives, multilevel inverter, T-type inverter.  

I. INTRODUCTION  

The superior performance and wider applicability of multilevel inverters (MLis) have made them favorable over conventional two-level inverters for an increasing number of 

applications [1], [2]. The improved power quality, reduced common mode voltages, and higher efficiency represent the main benefits of utilizing MLis in medium-voltage applications 

[3], [4]. The power quality improves with the increase of the number of the output voltage levels. However, increasing the number of levels in the output voltage results in increasing 

the number of required components. This in turn can impose complexities to other system components such as input transformer design, modulation and controller, capacitor voltage 

balance, and even increase the system costs [5], [6].  
Several MLis topologies have found industrial application in high-power medium-voltage (HP-MV) drive systems, such as cascaded H-bridge (CHB), neutral point clamped (NPC), 

active NPC (ANPC), flying capacitor (FC), and modular multilevel converters (MMCs), among others [7]-[12]. Moreover, there are several extensions of these basic structures to 

develop hybrid MLI topologies [5], [13].  
The CHB and the MMCs present a modular solutions. However, for medium-voltage applications the circulating current problems, complex control, and sensitivity to passive 

elements mismatch represent the main drawbacks of MMCs [14], [15]. This has hindered the applicability of MMC for medium-voltage drives applications, and has been only used 

in practice for high-voltage DC transmission applications. On the other hand, CHB topologies suffer from the high number of required isolated de sources based on complex zig-zag 

transformers [16], and although they have been successfully used in medium-voltage drives, the lack of a real backto-hack regenerative option (a few manufacturers offer an active-

front-end based on two-level three phase voltage source inverters instead of passive diode rectifiers) have restricted their application mainly to pumps, fans and other standard medium-

voltage drives.  

NPC based topologies have been presented in the literature with five and seven level output voltages [8], [9], [17]. However, they lack of modularity and require a high number 

of components due to the necessary clamping diodes, which increase the cost and reduce the efficiency of the system. Capacitor voltage balance also becomes an issue for NPCs with 

more than three levels when using passive front ends. Improving on the NPCs, several active NPC (ANPC) topologies have been proposed in the literature for mediumvoltage applications 

[18], [19]. ANPC-based topologies are successful at eliminating the clamping diodes, which improves the efficiency and reduces the cost, and provides a way to distribute thermal 

losses across devices eliminating the need of power derating [20]. Additionally, hybrid FC and ANPC topologies have been presented in the literature to combine the benefits of FC 

and the ANPC topologies [4], [20], [21]. Although, they suffer from the high number of power switches and capacitors. In addition, they possess higher conduction losses due to the 

increased number of conducting switches. In [22], series connection of NPC modules has been proposed for reaching medium-voltage operation. However, this topology inherits the 

drawbacks of the tradditional NPC, including the clamping diodes.  
It has become clear that the existing medium-voltage topologies can suffer from one or more drawbacks, including in- 



  



  



 



performance comparison of the proposed topology, and the proposed controller have been presented in the paper. The superior performance of the 

proposed topology and de-link capacitor voltage controller has become clear.  
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